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First of all this book has only 120 writing topics so I don't know why it is titled 240 writing topics. I

guess it isn't a math book. Having just begun to examine the book I discover it is published in Korea

and clearly is authored by someone who speaks English as a second language. I have only read a

few of the essays and have found mistakes in most of them. Here is an example: The next thing that

makes getting children to swim early is that it will increase their confidence in doing many things on

their own. Another example from the same paragraph: Children need to have confidence if they



want to become successful adults, and learning to swim early can attribute to that. I give this book

two stars because the essay topics are useful for getting started with writing practice. If nothing else

this book would be great practice for a future editor.

As a teacher who is often fighting writers block when it comes to picking out essay topics this

seemed like a great solution!A lot of the topics are great (and I may use some) but the essay

samples themselves followed a very specific structure that I haven't seen taught before. If you are

buying this to help improve your writing grade be sure you check with your teacher before

implementing any ideas. If you are just trying to make your own writing more supported then this is

great for some at home writing practice.This book may be just what you are looking for in your life,

however it wasn't what I was looking for in my life.

I am an International student and I bought this book as aid for the TOEFL. Indeed, I found this book

and its sample essays being really useful. It helped me to gather tons of writing topics and ideas,

further it enhanced my AE essay structure. If you are preparing for TOEFL or IELT, you may know

how timing is a vital element in all the parts. In the independent essay, I couldn't beat the 30', until I

had purchased this book. In other words, the outline essay contained in this book guided me to

achieve a good essay within the time limit. (I got 26!). To me, it's worth every penny!

Generally speaking, TOEFL for undergraduate students need to obtain a score of 5.5 overall to gain

university admission and postgraduate students need a score of 6.5 overall.Hence I got this book.

Upon having a quick read on it, I am certain that this can help me a lot to prepare myself as I always

find specifically essay writing a nightmare. I can't wait to read all of its contents and make my

arsenal complete.Nice one.

This manual is a continuation of 120 Writing Topics with Sample Answers, and a companion manual

to 240 Speaking Topics with Sample Answers. The topic questions are thought-provoking, and the

sample essays are well-written. The introduction covers essay-writing basics, and each question

has an outline, a model essay answer, and several single-sentence expressions. It's a good study

text for middle or high school students, or students needing to take the IELTS or TOEFL test.

Got this because I wanted to find ways to improve my writing without all of the tutorial stuff. I want

the stuff where I can just look, absorb and apply what I have learned to my writing. But I got a whole



lot more with this book because the sample essays actually have fun information. I found myself

reading just to learn about these random subjects than observing the proper grammar and essay

construction. Dual function design and totally loving it!

I'm glad Like Test Prep compiled such a monstrous list of sample essays on different writing topics.

The first part of the book had some solid essay writing tips while the rest is full of samples. You can

check out each sample in the table of contents so navigation is pretty easy. I admit though that I got

a bit overwhelmed by the amount of content. Might be just me but maybe it could have been shorted

to like 100 sample essays. I would have considered the paperback version at a reduced price with

lesser content resulting to a lighter book. But as a digital copy, I'll gladly keep it and the essays are

written well!

This book is very long but it was worth it. As a student this can be very helpful, not only does it have

tons of topics but it guides you each step of the way. This book really teaches you how to start and

end many different kinds of essays. The topics suggested were very helpful and well thought, I

highly recommend this book to students and aspiring writers.
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